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Mediterranean Diet

Paths of Faith

The principles and benefits of the Mediterranean diet, awarded

This brochure sums up the places for religious worship and

Intangible Cultural Heritage status in December 2013.

celebration that receive most visitors in continental Portugal.
They are displayed from north to south of Portugal. It includes

Portugal - Jewish Legacy (leaflet)

religious Sanctuaries, the Portuguese Routes towards Santiago

This brochure presents a summary of the Sephardic Jewish
legacy in Portugal, comprising the historic and cultural heritage
of a community that has left deep-routed marks on the
development of the country over the ages.

de Compostela and the Jewish Sepharad legacy in Portugal.

Portugal Shopping Experience
Portugal, one of the best countries in Europe for shopping.

Alentejo
A Tourist's Guide to World Heritage Sites III Lisboa, Sintra, Évora e Elvas

Alentejo - Time to be Happy

Lisbon, Sintra, Évora and Elvas are historic cities that are classed
by UNESCO as Cultural World Heritage sites.
To learn about the outstanding value of these cities and their
monuments and, at the same time, discover the traditions and
the places where they are located, we recommend the World
Heritage Guide Books, which suggest a range of themed
itineraries that will undoubtedly enhance any visit to Portugal.

Algarve
Algarve - Ideas and Inspirations

Algarve - Road Cycling Routes

Algarve - THE Golf Destination

Algarve - Tours and Trails

Guide to Nature Tourism in the Algarve

Azores
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Açores - Certified by Nature

Centro de Portugal
A Tourist Guide to World Heritage Sites I - In the
heart of Portugal

Best of Center of Portugal 2018

Consult the leaflet concerning the 4 routes we’ve specially

Center of Portugal

created to help you discover this region. Nestled in the
southwest corner of Europe, we call this region “the heart of
Portugal”.
Many of the key events surrounding the birth of Portugal - the
country with the oldest borders in Europe – are associated to this
zone. The region has a rich history and brims with a plethora of
myths and legends. Its exceptional importance - the theme
underlying these routes - is demonstrated by the fact that it
houses three of Portugal’s most important UNESCO World
Heritage monuments, in an area spanning little over 90km2.

BEST OF Center of Portugal 2018

Lisboa Region
Lisboa - A Whole World to Explore

Lisboa Golf Coast
Lisboa Region is the perfect Golf destination.
The tranquility and satisfaction to be found on the greens are
matched only by the quality, number and diversity of Lisbon’s
Golf courses.
With over 20 top-notch golf courses, the only difficulty is
selecting one.

Lisboa
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Lisboa City Breaks

Madeira
Discover Madeira

Porto and the North
A Tourist Guide to World Heritage Sites II - in the
North of Portugal

Porto and the North: The essence of Portugal
Portugal was born in the North and the rich cultural heritage of

People have lived in northern Portugal for centuries. A place
where Atlantic and Mediterranean cultures come together, the
region is particularly rich in cultural and natural heritage.
Indeed, this Portuguese region has 4 of UNESCO's 18 World
Heritage sites: two historical centres: Porto and Guimarães,

the region doesn’t ignore so noble and ancient origins. Tradition,
culture, history, architecture, gastronomy and wine, landscape,
hospitality and the joy of their people are the attributes of a
unique region.
Whether in leisure activities, like golf and spas, or business, this
region is acquiring a huge prominence and a peculiar charm.
One who visits Portugal takes with oneself more than pictures
and memories.

which received the status in 1996 and 2001 respectively, the
Vale do Coa archaeological sites, listed in 1998, and the cultural
landscape of the Alto Douro Wine-growing Region, listed 2001.
To help you get to know them better, Turismo de Portugal has
published a series of World Heritage Tourist Itineraries, making it
easier for you to organise your visit to Portugal.
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